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M G 1  /  grade 10  / 1st Term  Units 1 , 2 and 3 

 

 

Write a paragraph of about 120 words about one topic of the following: 
A) Write a paragraph of about “The Uses of the Internet”.  // B) Write a paragraph of about  

“The future of appliances ".   

                                     
                                                           

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Your goal is something that you want to do or achieve. First you should decide what that goal is. Do you 
want to pass an exam? Do you want to be a doctor? Do you want to be wealthy? Think about what you want and 
decide on your goal. You should write your goal on a piece of paper. Put your goal poster on your wall and look at 
it everyday. Then decide what you have to do to achieve your goal. 
 
Some people never reach their goal because they think it is impossible. You should think positively. Don’t think 
“The exam is difficult and I will probably fail it,” instead you should think “The exam is difficult, but I have worked 
hard and will pass it”. People who think negatively seldom reach their goals, so be positive! 
 
  We are most successful at things we enjoy. So you should try to enjoy your work. Look at your goal poster. Think 
how happy you will be when you have reached your goal. Think about that happiness while you are working and 
you will enjoy your work. Love what you do. 

A) Answer the following questions:  
1. What is a goal? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How can you learn to enjoy your work? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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                 3. What does the underlined word (it) refer to? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Do you agree with the advice of the writer? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Choose the correct answer:  

1. The best title of the passage is “How to………………..….” 

a) be a doctor                b) reach your goals  c) pass an exam  d)make a poster 

2. “You should think positively” mean that you should ………….…. . 

a) realize goals       b) work harder        c) be optimistic     d) be responsible 

3. The opposite of positive is ……………………….. . 

a) negative              b) responsive         c) relative      d) possessive 

C) Put ( T ) for the true sentence and ( F ) for the false one: 

1. You should decide what your goal is.                                                 ( ………..… ) 

2. You shouldn’t write your goal on a sheet of paper.                                   ( ………..… )    

   3. We are most successful at the things we enjoy.                                ( ………..… )

 

3. Grammar:

1. In 1980, Her grandfather …………………….. a biologist. 

a. were   b. is            c. was              d. are 

2. My family ……………………… in the same town for fifteen years. 

a. has lived   b. lived          c. is living   d. was lived 

3. What did you ………………….? I saw the new teacher.  

a. saw   b. sees            c. seen   d. see 

4. I am interested in ………………... computer programs. 

a. using             b. have  used          c. use                                  d. uses 

5. He is a journalist. He ……….……. for a newspaper. 

a. work             b. works            c. worked                   d. is working 

6. That’s the new restaurant …………………. is really expensive. 

a. when             b. who              c. which                        d. how 

7. Cities of the future …………………. have parks. 

a. won’t             b. isn’t               c. aren’t               d. don’t 

8. …………….…. to the exhibition with me tomorrow?  

a. Are you come b. will you be come  c. Are you coming  d. Do you come 

 

1. I will relax on the beach.                                                         (Use: A day from today) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. They designed a new program.                                                    (Use: didn’t) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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1. Your mother isn’t from Jeddah, isn’t she?                                     ……………………. 

2. I have have five successful years in PR in large corporations.  ……………………. 

 

4. Vocabulary 
A ) Complete the following sentences using the suitable word from the box below : 

 

  robot / artistic / equipped / future / officially / citizens / comfortable 
 

1. The house will come …………………. with a robot  

2. The UAE was ……………….. established in 1971. 

3. Teenagers today are the first real …………………..of the digital world.. 

4. Some people  need to have ……………..ability. 

C ) Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 

1.  We want employees with a strong …………………. ethic. 

 a. work                 b.team   c. motivation  d. communication 

2. Riyadh is the ………………..of saudi arabia.. 

a. capital               b. town               c. country   d. city 

3. I ’ve been a reporter at this ………………. for five years. 

a. school                         b. hospital                         c. office   d. newspaper 

4. They need to find information quickly and be able to ………….…. it in clear language.. 

a. customize               b. realize               c. summarize  d. rise 

5. …………………… need to portray character emotions in a convincing way. 

 a. Animators                b. Engineer              c. Author  d.Scientist 

6. …………………will melt the ice at the poles. 

a. Global warming            b. flood                c. hurricane  d. tornado 

7. Today, we are living in the age of economic……………… 

a. station                b. motion           c. globalization  d. lotion 

8. The man hadn’t regained consciousness after surgery to remove ……………… in his head.   

a. gained                           b. tumor           c. ear   d. sickness 

 

Finished 

With my best wishes 
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